Identification of core amino acids stabilizing rhodopsin
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Rhodopsin is the only G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) whose 3D structure is known; therefore, it serves as a prototype for studies of the GPCR family of proteins. Rhodopsin dysfunction has been linked to misfolding, caused by chemical modifications that affect the naturally occurring disulfide bond between C110 and C187. Here, we identify the structural elements that stabilize rhodopsin by computational analysis of the rhodopsin structure and comparison with data from previous in vitro mutational studies. We simulate the thermal unfolding of rhodopsin by breaking the native-state hydrogen bonds sequentially in the order of their relative strength, using the recently developed Floppy Inclusion and Rigid Substructure Topography (FIRST) method [Jacobs, D. J., Rader, A. J., Kuhn, L. A. & Thorpe, M. F. (2001) Proteins 44, 150–165]. Residues most stable under thermal denaturation are part of a core, which is assumed to be important for the formation and stability of folded rhodopsin. This core includes the C110—C187 disulfide bond at the center of residues forming the interface between the transmembrane and the extracellular domains near the retinal binding pocket. Fast mode analysis of rhodopsin using the Gaussian network model also identifies the disulfide bond and the retinal ligand binding pocket to be the most rigid region in rhodopsin. Experiments confirm that 90% of the amino acids predicted by the FIRST method to be part of the core cause misfolding upon mutation. The observed high degree of conservation (78.9%) of this disulfide bond across all GPCR classes suggests that it is critical for the stability and function of GPCRs.

Rhodopsin is the only member of the G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), the largest family of cell-surface receptors, whose 3D structure is known (1). The signature motif of the GPCR family is a bundle of seven-transmembrane (TM) helices connected by polypeptide loops that form the cytoplasmic (CP) and the extracellular (EC) domains on opposite sides of the TM domain (Fig. 1). GPCRs perform extremely diverse and vital functions that include responses to light, odor, taste, neurotransmitters, hormones, and a variety of other signals (2). Whereas, in rhodopsin and related visual pigments, the ligand 11-cis-retinal (RET) is covalently bound to the apoproteins (opsins), all other GPCRs occur in the ligand-free form, and subsequent binding of appropriate ligand(s) results in their activation. There is a wide variation in the nature of the ligands and their binding modes such as direct binding to the TM domain, the EC domain, or both.

Based on pharmacological specificity and sequence conservation, GPCRs are divided into eight classes (3). Although there is no sequence homology between GPCRs in different classes, the seven-TM helix motif is conserved throughout, and all GPCRs share a common topology. They can be grouped into three main classes: receptors related to rhodopsins (class A), secretin receptors (class B), and the metabotropic neurotransmitter receptors (class C). Of these, class A, the largest class, contains >1,200 distinct members and >7,000 putative members (4) and has been studied the most.

A large number of naturally occurring point mutations has been characterized in rhodopsin (5, 6). The majority of these mutations are associated with Retinitis pigmentosa (RP), a disease that ultimately leads to photoreceptor degradation and consequent loss of vision. RP mutations are found in each of the three structural domains of rhodopsin. However, most of the mutations are found in the TM and EC domains (5–9). Mutations in the EC domain cause partial to complete misfolding, misfolding being defined as the loss of ability to bind RET (10–14). Studies of both naturally occurring RP and designed mutations in the EC domain showed that misfolding involved the formation of a nonnative disulfide bond between C185 and C187 instead of the naturally occurring C110—C187 bond (15). Furthermore, studies of RP mutations in the TM domain of rhodopsin showed that they also cause misfolding by formation of an abnormal disulfide bond (16, 17), identified by mass spectrometric analysis to be between C185 and C187 (18). The abnormal disulfide bond was the same regardless of whether the mutations were in the TM or EC domain. This finding suggested

Fig. 1. Secondary structures in bovine rhodopsin. The seven-TM helices are shown by numbered gray boxes, and β-strands are shown by arrows. The respective residue ranges of these TM helices are as follows: I, 35–60; II, 71–100; III, 107–137; IV, 151–173; V, 200–225; VI, 247–277; VII, 286–306; VIII, 310–324. The dashed line indicates the C110—C187 disulfide bond located at the interface between the TM and EC domains.
that packing of the helices in the TM domain and folding to a tertiary structure in the EC domain are coupled (19). However, the molecular details of the relationship between the disulfide bond and the coupling between the structures in the TM and EC domains are not known.

The recently published 2.6-Å resolution crystal structure of rhodopsin [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 1L9H] (20) provides an opportunity to identify by computational techniques the regions critical for folding. We simulated the unfolding of rhodopsin using the Floppy Inclusion and Rigid Substructure Topography (FIRST) method (21) to identify the amino acids that form the structural stability core. Additionally, we applied the mode decomposition of the Gaussian network model (GNM) (22, 23) to investigate residues that play a key role in maintaining the folded state. These computational methods generate predictions about the potential flexibility and mobility of each amino acid and, from these, predict sites that are crucial for folding and stability (24–27). The methods are applied here to the crystal structure of rhodopsin, and the resulting predictions are compared with experimental mutational data. The predicted core includes amino acids at the interface between the TM and EC domains, providing a molecular explanation for the experimentally observed importance of the structural coupling between EC and TM domains for folding and stability of rhodopsin.

Methods
Simulated Unfolding Using first Software. FIRST (21) uses techniques from graph theory to analyze and quantify the rigidity or flexibility of proteins. Given the atomic coordinates of a protein, each bond is identified as either flexible (free to rotate) or rigid (nonrotatable) according to geometric criteria. For rhodopsin, all-atom calculations were performed on molecule “A” from PDB entry 1L9H, including all ligands and buried water molecules. Buried water molecules were defined by PROACT (28), and polar hydrogen positions were optimized for hydrogen bonding by WHATIF (29). FIRST software is accessible at http://firstweb.asu.edu.

Fig. 2. Simulated thermal denaturation plot for rhodopsin (PDB ID code 1L9H). Each line in this hydrogren bond-dilution plot depicts which residues are rigid and flexible with a certain set of hydrogen bonds present. Along the right ordinate are indicated the numbers of present hydrogen bonds for some steps. Thin black lines represent residues with a flexible backbone, and each colored block identifies which rigid cluster a residue belongs to. As one moves down the hydrogen bond dilution plot, hydrogen bonds are removed one at a time based on energy. Lines are shown only when there is a change in the backbone rigid clusters. The PDB-defined helical regions are shown as colored blocks numbered I-VIII, and the four β-strands are indicated by arrows along the line immediately below the dilution plot. Removing hydrogen bonds according to energy is analogous to thermal denaturation and hence simulates protein unfolding (26, 32). Lines represent a native-like structure, transition state, and folding core are labeled A, B, and C, respectively. See Fig. 3 and the text for the definitions of the transition state and folding core.

Fig. 3. Simulated unfolding of rhodopsin. (a) Order parameter. (b) Specific heat-like curve. The fraction of the number of atoms participating in the largest cluster, Xc, as a function of the mean coordination number, r <r>, serves as the order parameter for this system. The peak in the second derivative of the number of floppy modes with respect to <r> is used to identify the transition state (B). Inserts show 3D images of the structure along the unfolding pathways, corresponding to positions A–C from Fig. 2. The largest rigid cluster, shown by red ribbons, decreases as the protein unfolds from the native-like state (A) through the transition state (B) to the folding core (C). These and other 3D images were created by using vino (34).

Protein Dynamics Using the GNM. In the GNM (22, 30), the protein is modeled as an elastic network composed of beads and springs connecting all interacting residues. A connectivity, or Kirchhoff, matrix (Γ) is constructed, which identifies the residues that are within a certain cutoff distance with respect to one another. The native state of the protein, taken from the PDB, is used to identify contacts typically within a cutoff distance of rₘ = 7 Å. The collective modes of motion are uniquely defined by the particular topology of contacts. The eigenvalues of Γ represent the frequencies of the N-1 non-zero GNM modes, and the eigenvectors describe the distribution of residue mobilities corresponding to each mode. The inverse of Γ describes the correlations between residue fluctuations near the native state (22). The diagonal elements of the inverse Kirchhoff matrix scale with the mean-square fluctuations, which can be expressed as a weighted sum over all modes (23).

Statistical Analysis of a Conserved Disulfide Bond in GPCRs. Cysteine residue pairs in GPCRs that could potentially form a disulfide bond structurally “equivalent” to the C110—C187 disulfide bond in rhodopsin were detected as follows. TM helix predictions, amino acid sequence alignments, and snake-like plots, similar to Fig. 1, generated by VISEUR software (31) were inspected for each of the 2,962 GPCR sequences in the GPCR database (3) available as of June 2002. Cysteine residues were assumed to be equivalent to C110 if they were located within the lower (EC side) half of helix III or upper half of the first EC loop, and equivalent to C187 if they were within the predicted second EC loop region or the first turn of either helix IV or V. Each receptor sequence was then classified as having the disulfide bond if it contained both equivalent cysteines (as in Fig. 1) or as...
lacking the disulfide bond if either one or both cysteines were absent.

Results

Simulated Thermal Unfolding. Thermal denaturation is simulated with FIRST by breaking hydrogen bonds in the protein one at a time and recalculating the rigid and flexible regions at each step (26, 32). Fig. 2 shows the resulting dilution profile (26) for rhodopsin. Each line gives a schematic representation of the distribution of the rigid (thick, colored) and flexible (thin, black) regions along the sequence as the structure gradually unfolds. Each colored region represents a different rigid cluster, which can include sequentially distant but spatially close segments because the rigid regions are a consequence of the underlying 3D structure. The number of hydrogen bonds present is indicated for some of the lines in Fig. 2. Often hydrogen bonds can be removed from rigid regions without causing any change in the rigid or flexible regions, and such inconsequential steps are omitted from Fig. 2. For a given dilution profile, the transition state (B) is defined by the peak in the second derivative of the number of “floppy modes” with respect to \( r > \), the mean coordination or average number of neighbors for each atom. These floppy modes quantify the available degrees of freedom that are associated with dihedral rotations. A previous study found a universal unfolding transition for proteins at \( r > = 2.405 \pm 0.015 \) (32). The folding core (C) is defined as the last (lowest) line in the dilution profile in which at least three residues of two or more secondary structures are part of the same rigid cluster. This definition has been shown to correlate well with slow exchanging folding cores indicated by hydrogen/deuterium exchange experiments on proteins (26, 27).

Scanning down the dilution profile in Fig. 2, the reduction in red-colored regions corresponds to a loss in rigidity as hydrogen bonds are removed. A–C indicate specific points along the unfolding pathway. Even in the initial state (the first line of the denaturation profile) there are flexible regions, such as the third CP loop, the N-terminal part of helix VI, and the C-tail. Between this mostly rigid state and the native-like state (A) the loss of rigidity is gradual. The first regions to gain flexibility are the CP loop, the N-terminal part of helix VI, and the C-tail. Between this mostly rigid state and the native-like state (A) the loss of rigidity is gradual. The first regions to gain flexibility are the CP loop, the N-terminal part of helix VI, and the C-tail. Between this mostly rigid state and the native-like state (A) the loss of rigidity is gradual. The first regions to gain flexibility are the CP loop, the N-terminal part of helix VI, and the C-tail.

Fig. 4. Distribution of fluctuations in the high frequency modes of GNM. The solid curve with filled circles displays the mode shape averaged over the fastest 10 GNM modes calculated with \( r _{ \tau } = 10 \) Å. The peaks indicate the residues that are most likely to participate in the folding nucleus of rhodopsin. Sixteen residues with values above a threshold of \( 6 N \), where \( N \) = 348 residues, are labeled. The dashed gray line refers to the results with \( r _{ \tau } = 7 \) Å, which indicate more localized fluctuations. Only the peak at N55 is labeled. Additional peaks (not labeled) are at A80, D83, F91, T97, S98, and Y102.

Gaussian Network Fast Mode Peak Residues in Rhodopsin. The slow modes extracted by mode decomposition of the GNM dynamics (or by conventional normal mode analysis of equilibrium structures) typically determine the global (or essential) motions associated with biologically relevant functions (22, 24). Although the high frequency end of the spectrum is usually viewed as “uninteresting” in normal mode analysis, the peaks in the fastest GNM modes identify the residues that maintain structural integrity by resisting conformational motion (25). Previous studies have shown that these residues correlate with experimentally determined folding nuclei (24, 25, 27). Fig. 4 plots the mode shapes as averages of the fastest 10 modes for two cases: \( r _{ \tau } = 10 \) Å (black solid traces) and \( r _{ \tau } = 7 \) Å (gray dotted traces). The results are influenced by the range of interactions considered in the analysis because the high frequency modes are highly localized. Increasing \( r _{ \tau } \) from 7 to 10 Å better captures the cooperative interactions that stabilize the folding core by identifying the residues that participate in slightly larger local clusters. These 16 peak residues are D83, M86–V87, F103, C110, E113–G114, A117, R177, P180, M183, Q184, C185, S186, C187, and A299. Included in this set are the critical disulfide bond core peak residues C110 and C187; nine residues identified by both FIRST and GNM (listed in italics here and shown by cyan tubes in Fig. 5B); and other residues in TM helices II and III. The correlation between a majority of these residues and the core residues identified by FIRST suggests that these residues are structurally important for stabilizing the folded state.

Experimental Validation of the Folding Core. To test the relevance of these computational results, the residues predicted to be critical for folding by FIRST and GNM analysis were compared to mutational data bearing on the folding of rhodopsin. A data set was extracted from the literature containing point mutations and deletions of four or fewer residues. If the mutations or deletions allowed normal binding of RET, they were considered to be correctly folded. If the mutants did not bind RET, they were considered completely misfolded. Mutants between these extremes were grouped together as partially misfolded (14). The deficiency of RET binding is not a direct indicator for misfolding and it would be preferable to use direct evidence for misfolding such as mistrafficking (33). However, there exists good correlation between deficiency of RET binding and mistrafficking in which both types of data are available (9, 12).
Because opsin is thermally less stable than rhodopsin (34), the term misfolding is used here to collectively describe misfolded and RET binding deficient mutants. See Tables 1 and 2 to compare the predicted folding core and the experimental data (10–14, 16, 17, 35–38). Mutagenesis experiments have been performed for 164 residues, 91 of which did not affect folding, whereas the remaining 73 caused misfolding (40 complete and 33 partial). The computational results are presented for three sets: 45 stability core residues identified by FIRST, 16 GNM fast mode peaks, and 52 residues from the union of these two sets. For the 39 of these 52 residues with experimental data, each computational method correctly predicts >78% to cause misfolding (complete and partial). Thirty-one of the 34 (91%) FIRST stability core residues are known to cause misfolding. The observed high degree of correlation is remarkable. Additionally, 26 of the above 31 residues (83.4%) are known to cause complete misfolding. These data suggest that the residues identified by FIRST are significant for initiation of proper folding.

Statistical Analysis of a Conserved Disulfide Bond in GPCRs Equivalent to That in Rhodopsin. To assess the significance of the findings from GNM and FIRST analysis of rhodopsin for the GPCR family, the occurrence of disulfide bonds in GPCRs that may be structurally equivalent to the C110—C187 disulfide bond in rhodopsin was determined (see Methods). Table 3 indicates the degree of conservation calculated for each GPCR class. For all but the final two classes (putative and orphans) there is >87% conservation of a pair of cysteines potentially forming a disulfide bond. Even including these two classes, a large majority (78.9%) of all GPCR sequences have both analogous cysteine residues. Among the 2210 sequences comprising the well established GPCR classes A–C, >92% contain both cysteine residues. Of the 626 sequences that were lacking either one or both of the cysteines, 184 lacked the C187 equivalent, 220 lacked the C110 equivalent, and 222 lacked both cysteines. Within the classes that display a high degree of conservation, often a few subclasses lack the putative disulfide bond. Two subclasses of class A, cannabis and lysosphingolipid receptors, have 0% conservation, suggesting that these subclasses have evolved an alternative mechanism for stability. The overall high conservation of these two cysteines suggests their important role for GPCR structure and function in general.

Discussion

Residues Important for Rhodopsin Stability. In this article, we identify the amino acids important for rhodopsin stability by analysis of the crystal structure using two computational techniques, FIRST and GNM. The sets of stable residues obtained by the two methods differ to some extent, although both methods assume that information about the folding process is encoded in the native conformation. However, the GNM adopts an elastic network description and provides insights about the functional motions near the native state. The FIRST simulated unfolding method systematically alters the network to mimic unfolding and reanalyzes the structure at each step. The GNM fast mode shapes are not as robust as the slow mode shapes, and core residues predicted from fast mode peaks are usually interpreted in conjunction with complementary data from experiments or more detailed simulations. Fig. 5 summarizes the results obtained with the two methods. The most stable residues found by FIRST and GNM are shown in red and green, respectively. Both methods combined identify 52 residues. Nine residues are predicted to form the stability core by both methods, shown in Fig. 5A in cyan and in yellow for the cysteines forming the disulfide bond. The local environment for these core residues is shown in Fig. 5B. They are positioned at the TM–EC interface of the RET binding pocket, surrounded by the remaining core residues predicted by FIRST or GNM. The importance of these folding core amino acids is strongly validated by experimental evidence. In particular, the disulfide bond plays a critical role in the folding and stability of rhodopsin (15–18, 39), and Fig. 5 shows that it serves as an anchor for many interactions between RET in the TM domain and the tertiary structure in the EC domain (20).

Quantitative analysis of the degree of conservation of a conserved disulfide bond between cysteines in positions equivalent to C110 and C187 in rhodopsin shows that 78.9% of all GPCR sequences including orphan and putative receptor sequences and 87% of characterized GPCRs have this disulfide bond. This confirms earlier suggestions that this disulfide bond is conserved among the majority of GPCR (40). In contrast, the cysteine at position 185 that forms a wrong disulfide bond with C187 in misfolded rhodopsin (see the Introduction) is not conserved (5% of class A GPCR sequences have a cysteine at this position, and the majority of these sequences are closely related to rhodopsin). Combining the high degree of conservation of C110 and C187 with the observed stabilizing role in rhodopsin, it is likely that this disulfide bond couples the EC and TM domains for GPCRs in general.

Other residues that are 80–100% conserved by multiple sequence alignments of the seven-TM helices in GPCRs (41, 42) include N55 in helix I; D83 in helix II; C110 and E134–R135–Y136 in helix III; W161 in helix IV; Y223 in helix V; F261, W265, and P267 in helix VI; and P303 and Y306 in helix VII. The peaks N55, D83, and C110 in Fig. 4 are consistent with the conserved residues in helices I–III, suggesting that the conservation of these residues originates, at least in part, from stability/folding requirements. Functional criteria also play an important role. It is conceivable that the interactions at the global hinge site are finely tuned and conserved to comply with the mechanical constraints imposed by the collective dynamics of the protein. Residues A80 and A299 are reported to be 60–80% conserved (42). Other peaks observed in Fig. 4 include residues not expected to be generally conserved in the GPCR family, namely those that coordinate RET. This includes the Schiff base counterion E113 and its close neighbors in helix III (T97–S98, L112, G114, F116–A117, and G120) and the second EC loop, including

Table 1. Experimental data

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of residues experimentally studied</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction observed not to affect folding</td>
<td>91/164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction observed to cause misfolding</td>
<td>73/164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction that cause complete misfolding</td>
<td>40/73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Computational predictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FIRST</th>
<th>GNM</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of key residues theoretically identified</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction also studied by experiments</td>
<td>34/45</td>
<td>14/16</td>
<td>39/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction correctly observed to cause misfolding</td>
<td>31/34</td>
<td>11/14</td>
<td>35/39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of them that cause complete misfolding</td>
<td>26/31</td>
<td>5/11</td>
<td>26/35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the fourth EC β-strand (P180, M183–Q184–C185–S186–C187), and Y102–F103 in the first EC loop. The tight packing near the RET binding site is presumably instrumental for the efficient transmission of light-induced conformational changes to the CP surface.

The CP ends of the helices are found by FIRST analysis to be composed of small, independently rigid groups, some of which are present in the transition state and form tertiary contacts that persist even at later stages of unfolding. Two examples of such tertiary contacts shown in pink and blue in Fig. 5 contain residues known to be highly conserved in GPCR class A, including the D(E)RY motif residues E134–R135–Y136. These rigid clusters are separated by flexible regions from the largest rigid cluster, suggesting that the CP domain retains some flexibility despite being structured into small, rigid elements. This type of flexibility may be functionally required to undergo the conformational changes that are recognized by other molecules in the signaling cascade, such as the G protein (43).

Relation to Folding of Membrane Proteins. The FIRST simulated unfolding procedure is a method to identify likely unfolding pathways. Most importantly, the core of structural stability identified as the last persisting cluster of mutually rigid bonds has been shown to correlate extraordinarily well with experimentally determined folding cores in a large number of soluble proteins (26, 27). The experimental determination of folding pathways in membrane proteins has lagged behind that of soluble proteins because the presence of lipids or detergents complicate both the experimental setup and the interpretation of folding studies of membrane proteins (44, 45). Additionally, the higher stability of TM helices compared with soluble helices often prevents their denaturation (46). Only two proteins have been refolded from a completely unfolded state: bacteriorhodopsin (47), which also contains seven-TM helices, and OmpA (48), a β-barrel protein. Based on the finding that native bacteriorhodopsin can be refolded in vitro from fragments corresponding to individual α-helices, a two-stage hypothesis has been proposed that states that membrane proteins fold by first forming independently stable α-helices, followed by association of these helices to form the native structure (49).

Whereas the simulated unfolding of rhodopsin does not directly determine a folding pathway, the high level of correlation between the predicted core residues and the experimental misfolding mutations suggests that the thermal denaturation profile presented in Fig. 2 provides insights about a highly

### Table 3. GPCR disulfide bond conservation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>C110—C187 disulfide bond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>% present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1,972</td>
<td>92.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>97.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frizzled/smoothered</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putative</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orphans</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,962</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Critical folding residues in rhodopsin. (A) FIRST and GNM core residues. Both methods select the cysteine residues forming the critical disulfide bond, shown by space-filling yellow spheres. The other seven residues found in common by these methods are shown in cyan. The remaining seven GNM fast mode peak residues are shown in green, and the remaining FIRST core residues from line C in Fig. 2 are shown in red. The two next largest rigid clusters, from FIRST analysis, are shown in blue and pink to lie at the CP end of the TM region. (B) Local neighborhood of the most stable residues. The nine residues in common between first and GNM fast mode peaks (cyan and yellow in A) are shown by thick, colored sticks. At the center of this cluster are the cysteine residues (C110 and C187 in yellow) that form the critical disulfide bond. F103 (green), five of the common residues (E113, G114, P180, C185, and S186 in red), and the RET chromophore (Retinal, cyan) are located within 4 Å of this disulfide bond and span the TM-EC interface (suggested by the thick blue curve). The other residue in common between these methods, R177 (blue), demonstrates how this local stability is propagated across side-chain interactions. Side chains for a few of the 45 first folding core residues are shown by thin sticks to orient the reader.

probable potential folding pathway. The early stages of this pathway (lowest lines) are proposed to involve the C110–C187 disulfide bond and the mutually rigid residues predicted by FIRST as the folding core. This folding core lies at the EC–TM domain interface and substantiates the hypothesis that the TM and EC domains might be structurally coupled. Retracing the pathway backwards in Fig. 2, one can see that rigidity of the folding core (C) spreads to envelop most of the EC end of the TM helices (B) followed by the rest of these helices. Thus, our model emphasizes the contribution of loops, not captured by the two-stage model, to be important for the folding of rhodopsin. The two-stage hypothesis was proposed based on studies on bacteriorhodopsin, but, in contrast to bacteriorhodopsin, rhodopsin cannot be fully denatured. Furthermore, rhodopsin helix fragments do not associate in vitro, and only a subset of fragments do so in vivo (50, 51). However, the importance of loops for folding has been observed recently even for bacteriorhodopsin (52, 53). Thus, much remains to be discovered about the underlying principles governing the folding of helical membrane proteins, and further experimental studies are needed.
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